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Attract – Engage – Convert

THE ESSENCE OF
MODERN RETAIL
Individuality is at the heart of modern marketing and retailers
need to find a way to communicate their brand story using their
surroundings. It’s much easier to convey a brand’s identity online,
but by delivering a clear, branded physical experience, a retail space
can transform the way customers think and feel about a brand.
It’s well known that there are several ways the overall retail
experience, including the design of a retail unit, can influence
customer behaviour. But in order for offline marketing to be
successful, the space retailers occupy must be interesting enough
to drag customers away from their phones and back in to the store.
After all, the experience is the most memorable expression of
a brand. And by providing a distinctive backdrop, your customers
will remember how you made them feel. Kährs provides floors
with the power to take the customers’ experience to the next level.
Floors that attract, engage and convert. Beyond expectations.

COVER BELLUNO LT HERRINGBONE
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Our new range of
modular Quartz tiles,
including several formats and
a multitude of colours, creates
endless possibilities to design
unique flooring to express
a brand emotion.
QUARTZ TILES COMBINATION

ATTRACT
You never get a second chance to make a first
impression. The moment you look in through
a shop window, or set your foot inside a store,
you instinctively know whether to continue in.
That’s why the first few feet of your store is the
most important part of your retail stores interior
design. This is where your brand should shine.

In order to make the most of this area,
a good idea is to use creative flooring with
materials, patterns and designs that contrasts
with the outside environment. This shift
alerts customers to the changing environment
and helps them focus on to the first products
they encounter.
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QUARTZ TILES COMBINATION

BRAND
PERSONALITY
Bringing your brand
identity to life in your
physical store begins
with the feeling you
want customers to
identify with and the
shopping experience
your want to create.

And it’s not just about what’s in store; retailers
have to think of the big picture and how all parts
of their brand work together. In that context,
the choice of materials and colours is crucial
since both materials and colours are strongly
associated with emotions. Red, for instance,
combined with innovative materials, can create
feelings of excitement, boldness and youth.
Meanwhile, health and wellness retailers might
go for wood, greys or greens, to spark feelings
of peace, calm, balance, and health. Choose the
materials and colours that represent your brand
identity and the impression you want to make.

THE FLOOR: Energetic or calming? Colours are powerful tools to use in interior design.
The extensive palette of colours found in our range of Quartz tiles offers the opportunity
to express the emotions you wish to evoke.
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BELLUNO, LT CLICK HERRINGBONE
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Herringbone patterns
have a unique ability to
create a sense of luxury. The
rich brown tone of this floor
– Luxury Tiles Click Belluno
– adds warmth to this
elegant interior.
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ASH STREAM, WOOD

A TASTE FOR
SHOPPING
Relationships are in fashion.
As consumers are seeking
more engaging and
memorable shopping
experiences, experiential
elements like restaurants
and cafés are becoming
increasingly popular among
retailers to create natural
venues for meetings.

This means that brick-and-mortar
stores could soon look very different.
A growing number of stores are
moving away from filling their stores
with products and are instead
using physical spaces for building
relationships with customers. If a
retailer can get customers to spend
more time in the store, then, naturally,
they will spend more money as well.
And while you don’t need to go out
to buy a product because you can do
that online, you can’t meet a friend
or have a discussion with the staff
in the same way; that’s why food is
becoming so hot in retail.

THE FLOOR: These interiors are perfect examples of the air of exclusivity created by wood
floors. One of the stores features the elegant ash floor Ash Stream and the other the warm
oak floor Ydre. These are both single-strip wood floors with bevelled edges that have been
brushed and treated in different ways to bring out the unique character of each floor.

OAK YDRE, WOOD
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SCHWARZWALD/TIVEDEN/SNOWDON, LT LOOSE LAY

MAKE IT POP
The pop-up store has proven
to be much more than a retail
trend. They are the perfect
solution for offering consumers
the unexpected; playing with
technology, design, concepts,
creativity to display products
in contexts where people like
to go.

The success of the pop-up format
comes from its impermanent nature.
When we’re constantly craving the
next thing, pop-ups can help satisfy
our desire for the new. They also
give us something to talk about and
share with others at a time when
experiences are everything. Part of
pop-ups’ appeal is that they represent
little risk. Retailers can commit to eight
weeks and see how it goes. A pop up
requires a much smaller investment
than a permanent store, which means
the retailer can figure out what works
without the huge commitment. It also
allows them to be more innovative
– they can test out more ideas and
see what resonates with customers.

THE FLOOR: The Kährs Luxury Tiles Loose Lay collection consists of a range of modular
floors featuring wood and stone designs. They are easy and fast to install, featuring a non-slip
reverse side requiring no adhesive. This makes them perfect for both permanent and
temporary use, such as for pop-up stores.
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Cool image coming here

This store features
a quirky mix of modern
and vintage, enhanced by the
floor. The Herringbone Oak CC
Vintage White oil floor, a 2-layer
construction, is a colourful oak
floor with colour variations,
including sapwood
and knots.
OAK CD VINTAGE, WOOD

ENGAGE
Today, physical stores are increasingly about everything
that on-line shopping cannot do; i.e. let you use your
senses to feel, touch and smell. That’s why forwardthinking retailers are not opening physical locations
primarily to sell products – their showrooms and stores
are first and foremost places where customers can be
immersed in the brand culture. That’s also why a growing
number of on-line stores open physical stores. And why
they offer a number of experiences not related to their
core business, such as lounge areas and coffee shops.
The store should be a place where customers like to be,
and to be seen.

These retailers know it: in-store
atmosphere is a key differentiator
for brands, and if done right it
can be a great way to create
lasting impressions and returning
customers. And the floor is a great
tool to dictate the mood – playful
or sophisticated, avant-garde or
traditional.
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CALEDONIAN, LT DRY BACK

BRIDGING THE
CUSTOMER JOURNEY
Physical and digital channels
are increasingly integrated into
creating one seamless shopping
experience. The aim is to offer
personalised inspiration and
recommendations, tailoring
recommendations to people
and their individual needs
– in an environment that the
customer recognizes.

Combining digital tools with wellinformed staff makes shopping
convenient for customers. Many
retailers are investing in technology
that adds value and convenience for
the customer, such as virtual reality
tools that enables seeing what
furniture will look like in your home,
for example. A number of retail brands
have also launched AI-powered
chatbots – like digital concierges –
providing everything from product
recommendations and style inspiration
to voice-enabled customer service.

THE FLOOR: A trend that has been building pace in recent years is to create warm,
cosseting interiors with inky tones. Done right, it’s a sure way to create an elegant look.
Here the dark Luxury Tiles floor Dry Back Caledonian has been used to enhance the look.

A SHOP THAT
YOU WILL WANT
TO SHARE
An attractive retail interior
can work wonders for a
brand. If shoppers want to
take pictures of the shop
interior, or pose inside
and share their pictures on
social media, it will provide
free marketing and promote
the brand.

Retail has played a major role in driving
digital innovations. But in a world where
customers are constantly immersed
in technology in their day-to-day lives,
several retailers are proving that a
physical store can create the most
memorable and meaningful customer
experiences. And they can be shared.
This is why the design of the store has
never been so important.

THE FLOOR: Strong, bold and expressive, the Kährs Luxury Tiles Impression range
features extra large tiles and planks, perfect if you want the floor to make a statement.
The stone design of this eye-catching Ultar floor enhances the avant-garde mood of the
interior, sure to find its way to social media.

ULTAR, LT CLICK
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AM. WALNUT AB NATURAL OILED, WOOD

HOME AWAY
FROM HOME
Relaxing, socialising, people
watching – or even working.
In the digital age, creating a
comfortable and enjoyable
environment where people
actually like to spend time in
real life have become a key
factor for success for retailers.

Many retail environments are putting
increased focus on offering friendly
and welcoming, home-like spaces,
increasing the provision of areas to
relax and use their free Wi-Fi, for
instance. The more time you can
make the customer spend in the
store, the likelier it is that they will
also increase their purchases.

THE FLOOR: A dark wood herringbone floor has been used in this interior to enhance
the feeling of a gentleman’s library – a perfect match with the style of men’s clothes and
accessories offered in this store. The floor – American Walnut AB is a 2-layer construction,
featuring colour variation and small knots.

OAK, WOOD

WOODEN
WELLNESS
Regardless of culture, wood is perceived in the
same way, i.e. natural, warm and cosy. It has
a calming effect, as well as good acoustic and
air properties. No wonder wood is seeping into
almost all corners of interior architecture.
Using rustic wood has proven popular in designing retail
interiors, finding a use as flooring, cladding, shelving and
beyond. This contributes to creating a warm, genuine and
exclusive interior. Wood is perfect for brands that want to
encourage customers to linger. It doesn’t only look good
– it has even been scientifically proven that it has a positive
impact on human beings, improving both indoor air quality
and temperature.

THE FLOOR: The black-and-tan colour variations of the single-strip
oak floor Maggiore from the Da Capo Collection creates an extremely
rustic expression. In this interior design store, the floor and its look
of reclaimed timber enhances both the exclusive design objects on
offer and the beautiful, old building that it sits in.
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OAK MAGGIORE, WOOD
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In this
store, two different
Luxury Tiles floors
– Tongas and Tiveden – have
been cleverly used to create a
natural flow, leading the customers
around the store. One dark and the
other light, these floors have a
natural feeling that perfectly
corresponds with the green
food concept of
the store.
TONGAS /TIVEDEN, LT DRYBACK

CONVERT
CONVERT
The final aspect of a great retail store interior design is
the path to purchase. Once the customers have navigated
every part of the store, found the products they want and
decided on what to buy; retailers need to make the path to
purchase as clear and simple as possible. This is the ‘make
or break’ point of the customer journey.

Although both how and where
you pay is also going through a
revolution, there should be no
doubt how to shop. And the floor
is an excellent tool to use to guide
the customer to the point of sale.
It can also be used to define and
divide certain areas of the store.

WALK THIS WAY
There should be no doubt
how to shop. And the store
layout is an excellent tool to
use to guide the customer
to the point of sale.

There is an endless array of visual cues
you can play around with to guide the
customer through the store to checkout.
Colours, materials, visuals and spotlights
can all be used to highlight the path to
make sure customers won’t get lost on
the way.

THE FLOOR: Our range of modular Quartz tiles, including several formats and a multitude
of colours, creates endless possibilities to lead the customer on a desired path around
the store.

QUARTZ TILES COMBINATION
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STEELE, LT DRY BACK
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Our Luxury Tiles
Dry back collection is available
in a wide selection of wood and
stone designs. The wood designs range
from traditional to elegant herringbone
and rustic, while the stone designs span
from classic stone to concrete. The
collection includes floors featuring
exciting patterns – but you can also
create your own, leading
the way.
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OAK SEVEDE, WOOD

COUNTER
REVOLUTION
A quiet revolution has been going
on in the retail sector in recent
years; i.e. the transformation
of how customers pay. The
options used to be pretty
straightforward: cash, credit or
debit once you made it to the
checkout. But soon queuing
can be a thing of the past.

Now, with the emergence of digital
technologies, the once-sleepy
payments sector is bursting with
activity. There’s a vast array of new
ways to pay for goods – from mobile
wallets and apps to social media
networks – and keeping on top of the
trends will be imperative for retailers,
proving that hospitality and tech can
go hand-in-hand.

THE FLOOR: The rustic and warm atmosphere of this store is lifted to new heights by the
subtle, amber stain on this single-strip oak floor from the Småland Collection, Oak Sevede.
The rich and warm tones of the wood, its lively expression and naturally balanced contrast,
perfectly matches the tactile design features of the store with wood, fur, plants and fresh
flowers.
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FLOORS FOR
EVERY TYPE OF
RETAIL APPLICATION

Flooring is the most important part of a retail space. It should look
good and reflect the brand, while also withstanding the type of stress
it will be subjected to. Kährs combination of tradition, knowledge and
high-tech has inspired us to design and develop the perfect flooring
solution for every type of retail application, including a wide range of
wood, Luxury Tiles and resilient floors.
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FOCUS ON DESIGN
For Kährs aesthetic innovation has always gone
hand-in-hand with technological innovation. Our
ambition is to create floors that contribute to both
a beautiful and functional environment. This means
designing floors that improve everyday life, regardless
of space – whether retail or residential – and which
make people feel comfortable.

QUALITY IN EVERY DETAIL
Our key to success is our deep passion for
creating beautiful floors, reflected in a high
degree of craftsmanship and a constant focus
on quality. It has furthermore inspired us to
think outside the box and to use material in
an innovative way – for the benefit of present
and future generations.

A GREEN MINDSET
Kährs has been environmentally and quality
certifying its operations since the 1990’s.
We have also been publishing a transparent,
audited EMAS Environmental report since
1997. Many of Kahrs’ products contribute to
LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental
Design) points on construction projects. For
both our parquet and vinyl flooring, Kährs
fulfils all requirements for modern flooring
aesthetics as well as environmental and
quality standards.

A LONG TRADITION IN FLOORING
Kährs was founded in Nybro, deep in the heart of a Swedish forest,
in 1857. Today, more than 160 years later, our operations are still
based in this small, rural town. The company’s long history has
been marked by a series of game-changing innovations, including
that of the modern parquet floor, which later became a global
standard for wood floor production. And our innovative and
entrepreneurial spirit continues to mark our operations.
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THE FLOORS
Kährs offers a wide range of high quality flooring, suitable for all retail settings
and spaces – from the small luxury boutique to the shopping mall. Our hundreds
of options include naturally beautiful wood floors of every hue, Luxury Tiles
combining good looks with performance and attractive Quartz flooring suitable
even for high-traffic areas.
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FIRST CONSIDER THIS

WHAT GOES WHERE

Retailing is all about image and nothing sets the tone of the
store – or the entire mall for that matter – like the choice of
flooring. Retailers desire a design for their space that is both
welcoming, engaging and that will endure the kind of wear-andtear that it will be exposed to, while also strengthening the
company’s brand.

The floor should not only look good when freshly installed
– it should continue to do so for a long time. That’s why it’s so
important to choose wisely, considering a number of aspects
that will affect both the looks and the life span of the floor.
These include: amount and type of traffic (apart from foot traffic,
prams, wheelchairs, shopping carts, etc) type of entrance (from
the street or from a mall) type of space (whether it will be
exposed to water – like in restrooms, coffee places and bars).
In the guide you will find our recommendation for different
retail areas

APPLICATION GUIDE FOR RETAIL FLOORING
Store area

Storage area

Entrence

RESILIENT
Quartz

LUXURY TILES
LT Dry Back 0.7 mm
LT Dry Back 0.55 mm
LT Dry Back Xpression
LT Click 6 mm
LT Click Herringbone
LT Loose Lay

WOOD
3-layer oil 13 mm
3-layer lacquer 13 mm
3-layer oil 15 ≤ mm
3-layer lacquer 15 ≤ mm
2-layer oil
2-layer lacquer

Perfect match – recommended

Can be an option – if a well defined maintenance program is followed.
Note! If the wear is heavy in the area we do not recommend installation.

"Pop up /
shop on shop"
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KÄHRS WOOD

NATURAL BEAUTY

Kährs offers a wide range of naturally beautiful, high
quality engineered wood flooring, suitable for retail
settings. When you choose a Kährs wood floor, you
make a good environmental choice. From crispy white
to nearly black, from clean to rustic, from ash to oak
and in different formats and patterns, you will find the
perfect wood floor for your design concept.

ENGINEERED WOOD
FLOORING

FAST AND SAFE
INSTALLATION

REFINED
SURFACES

The multi-layer engineered wood floor,
invented by Kährs in 1941, proved not
only to be the best and most stable
flooring on the market; it is also the most
environmentally frienadly construction.
It optimizes the use of the raw material,
it is made from renewable resources and
it is recyclable. Compared to a traditional
solid wood floor, our patented construction
is 75 % more stable. A Kährs floor resists
warping, buckling and cracking, even
as temperature and humidity change
throughout the seasons.

Woodloc® 5S is the newest version of
Woodloc®, the innovative glue-free joint
system with a special locking tongue to
create strong joints. It’s the strongest
joint on the market, making installing
a Kährs floor extremely fast and simple.
Advantages also include making the floor
resistant to changes in temperature and
humidity and without gaps. It covers
75 % larger installation areas without
an expansion joint and the floor can be
used directly after installation.

All our wood floors, regardless of species
and surface treatment (oil or lacquer)
are well suited for light traffic areas
– depending on what type of style you
wish to achieve. For moderate or higher
traffic areas, we recommend harder
wood species – e.g. oak – treated with
oil. Oiled surfaces will retain their quality
and appearance, if serviced on a regular
basis.

THREE LAYER

TWO LAYER

Construction: 	3 layer construction.
Surface layer, core layer and backing.
Thickness:
13–20 mm
Resandable:
3–4 times
Joint system:
Woodloc and Tounge & groove
Installation method: Floating or glue down
Under floor heating: Yes
Applications:
Light to moderate traffic

Construction: 	2 layer construction.
Surface layer and core layer.
Thickness:
9–11 mm
Resandable:
2 times
Joint system:
Tounge & groove
Installation method: Glued down with full surface bonding
Under floor heating: Yes
Applications:
Light to moderate traffic
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OAK TVETA, WOOD
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KÄHRS LUXURY TILES

MATCHING BEAUTY
WITH PERFORMANCE

Our Luxury Tiles combine the beautiful and
natural appearance of wood and stone with the
benefits regarding resilience and maintenance
of modern flooring technology. The wide range
of different designs and colours makes it easy
to find a floor that will match any interior style.
They offer endless possibilities to combine and
to create unique patterns and designs.

COMPLETE
OFFERING

WIDE RANGE OF
NATURAL LOOKS

EASY TO
MAINTAIN

Complete range of Luxury Tiles for all
application areas and based on a variety
of installation methods. They range
from the easy-to-install Click collection
through to versatile Dry Back and flexible
Loose Lay.

Our many wood and stone designs,
ranging from light to dark, are perfect
examples of the strong Swedish design
tradition, characterised by a timeless,
yet contemporary elegance. They offer
endless possibilities to choose, mix and
match for every retail space.

Kährs Luxury Tiles floors require a
minimum of maintenance. The waterproof
ceramic coating provides a scratch and
dent resistant surface, while preventing
spillages from making any permanent
damage. The surface is easy to clean
using a wet mop and standard cleaning
products. The coating also makes the
floors resistant to daily wear and tear,
preventing the floor from getting
ingrained with dirt and grime.

CLICK

DRY BACK XPRESSION

DRY BACK

LOOSE LAY

Construction:
Ceramic coated wear layer,
Rigid SPC waterproof core
and IXPE sound reduction
backing
Thickness:
6 mm, wear layer 0.55 mm
Joint system:
Woodloc 5G, 5Gi for
Herringbone products
Installation method:
Floating
Under floor heating:
Yes
Applications:
Moderate to high traffic

Construction:
Ionomer coating, PVC free
Enomer® waterproof core
Thickness:
2 mm
Installation method:
Glued down
Under floor heating:
Yes
Applications:
High traffic

Construction:
Ceramic coated wear layer,
Waterproof core, base
backing
Thickness:
2.5 mm, wear layer 0.7 mm
2.5 mm, wear layer 0.55 mm
Installation method:
Glued down
Under floor heating:
Yes
Applications:
High traffic

Construction:
Ceramic coated wear layer,
Waterproof core, fiber glass
layer and anti slip backing
Thickness:
5 mm, wear layer 0.5 mm
Installation method:
Floating
Under floor heating:
Yes
Applications:
Moderate to high traffic
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KÄHRS QUARTZ

Kährs Upofloor Quarz flooring is designed to
withstand the toughest types of traffic. This
range of high performance, fully flexible,
compressed quartz tiles are based on new
modular system, perfect for designing unique
flooring solutions. They have a low life-cycle
cost, are easy to install and maintain. Thanks
to their flexibility, the tiles will not break during
installation, conforming to slight irregularities
– and even to curving surfaces.

MODULAR
PERFORMANCE

MAXIMUM DURABILITY
Harder than concrete, Kährs Upofloor
Quartz flooring is suitable for the most
demanding applications and ideal for
heavy pedestrian traffic areas, including
shopping malls. With glue down installation
and full surface bonding, our Quartz
floors will continue to perform in the
toughest of contexts.

Construction:
PUR coated surface, waterproof core,
based on Quartz sand
Thickness:
2 mm
Installation method:
Glue down
Under floor heating:
Yes
Applications:
High to very high traffic

MODERN DESIGN
Kährs Upofloor Quartz comes in more
than 100 different designer options,
including marbled, chipped and unicolor
designs in a multitude of colours, allowing
maximum freedom of creativity. The
Quartz floors range are based on
modular system with tiles in three
different sizes – 30 x 30 cm, 60 x 60 cm,
and 30 x 60 cm. This makes it easy to
create unique floor patterns and designs.

QUARTZ MOSAIC

QUARTZ TEMA

QUARTZ UNI

QUARTZ LINES

The versatile Mosaic range
includes a wide variety of
non-dimensional and
colourful designs. While the
striped, tone-on-tone tinted
granulates soften the visual
appearance they also hide
dirt efficiently, making Mosaic
suitable even for the most
demanding areas and
situations.

This collection features a
classic striped design that
creates all new opportunities
to architectural area control.
Perception becomes reality;
by for example widening or
narrowing a space, different
feelings and atmospheres
can be efficiently created.

Tema range has modern, non
directional and minimalistic
chip design with wide range
of colors. Tema is exellent
choise for more unicolored
and subtile design than
Mosaic and still with chip
design to have some
forgiveness against dirt
and signs of use.

Quartz lines shows direction.
If you want to guide eye and
make rooms look longer or
shorter, lines is tool for that.
Also makes installation
patterns lively whit directional
striped design.
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REFERENCES
WOOD REFERENCES
IAA BMW, Germany
Hotel Säntis, Switzerland
Barrington & associates, US
Arts & crafts house, England
The lofts, Dubai
Asia Spa, Sweden
B1 Lounge, Austria
Convinium, Peru
Craftbrew bar, England
Resturant Cielo, Germany
Espresso house, Sweden
Hotel am Römerweg, Austria
Dropbox EMEA Headquarters, Ireland
Concert Hall Aarhus, Denmark
Ideon at Neocon Exhibitions, USA
Prague National Theatre, Czech Republic
St Philips Church, England
Haworth Castelli Creative Centre, Italy
Volkswagen Autostadt, Germany
Wilnecot Comprehensive School, England
ecoTECH Organics Home, England
Autohaus 2.0, Germany
Clerys, Ireland
Harrods, England

RESILIENT REFERENCES
REFERENCES QUARTZ TILES
Geneva High School, US
Centrumhuset Equity, Finland
Greenville public works, US
Eerikkälä sports academy, Finland
Intersport, Finland
Gekås Ullared, Sweden
Budget Sport Vantaa
Eurokangas Vantaa
Choko, Helsinki
Visit kahrsflooring.com to discover our case studies.

Faunator, Helsinki
Petrifun, Helsinki
Suomalainen Kirjakauppa, Helsinki
Toyota, Helsinki

LUXURY TILES REFERENCES
DRY BACK REFERENCES:
All Dressman stores in the Nordics
All Cubus stores in the Nordics
All Bik Bok stores in the Nordics
All Nordic wellness gyms in the Nordics
Flying tiger of Copenhagen stores in Europe
Synsam stores, Sweden
Panduro hobby stores in Sweden
Tokyo Disneyland, Tokyo
Arena Olympia, Helsingborg
Office Aichi Toyota/AT Group, Nagoya city
The bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi UFJ, Nagoya city

DRY BACK XPRESSION REFERENCES:
Store Intersport, Kokkola
Salpausselkä school, Lathi

LOOSE LAY REFERENCES:
Volvo PVH, Torslanda
Hotel Arena, Malmö
Hotel Gekås, combined with textile tiles, Ullared
Hotel S7, combined with textile tiles, Västerås

CLICK REFERENCES:
Property developer Aranäs, Kungsbacka
Housing developer Akademiska hus, Piteå, Luleå
Office Ljusexperten, Helsingborg
School IT-Gymnasiet, Helsingborg
Restaurant Torstens Restaurang, Båstad
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SERVICES
At kahrsflooring.com you will find more information – and inspiration – about our floors,
our company and the environment. The Kährs website is a helpful tool to you in your
professional capacity. For additional information and consultation, please contact your
local Kährs representative.

DOCUMENTS FOR DOWNLOADING

ORDER SAMPLES

At kahrsflooring.com you will find a number of documents for
downloading, containing facts about our different types of
wood and vinyl flooring. These include technical data sheets,
design guides, features, technical information, installation and
maintenance guides.

Kährs offers flooring samples to architects and designers free
of charge. You can order a maximum of 3 samples at a time.
The delivery usually takes 3–5 working days after we have
processed your order. Please note that your order may come
in separate deliveries depending on where the products are
stocked.

ENVIRONMENTAL INFORMATION
You will find a substantial amount of information relating to our
products, environmental policies and our latest environmental
reports gathered on kahrsflooring.com.
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BIM OBJECTS
& CAD TEXTURES
By offering BIM & CAD objects on our
global assortment of hardwood we give
you, as an architect and designer, the
possibility to easily incorporate our
products in your project planning,
visualizing ideas and optimizing the
result of the project.
At our website kahrsflooring.com you
can search and filter our wide range of
floors, and on each product page you
can easily access and download our BIM
objects. We also provide access to our
BIM or CAD files on bimobjects.com.

SHOWROOMS AROUND THE WORLD
Our global network of showrooms provides the required
infrastructure for commercial project processes around the
world. They support architects and designers, while ensuring
that our floors are professionally delivered and installed.
Today, our showrooms can be found in design metropolises
around the world, including Stockholm, London, Shanghai,
Dubai, Moscow and Madrid.

KÄHRS
Kährs is a world-leading flooring manufacturer in hardwood
and resilient flooring with a number of strong brands in its
product portfolio, including Kährs, Karelia and Upofloor. The
company is dedicated to providing the market with innovative
new flooring solutions.
Kährs Group, which delivers products to more than 70 countries,
is the market leader in Sweden, Finland, Norway and Russia
and holds a strong position in other markets, such as the UK
and Germany.

Colour reproduction within the brochure cannot be guaranteed, due to limitations
in print technology. We, therefore, recommend that you visit your local Kährs
dealers to ascertain a better representation of the products.
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KOMI, LT HERRINGBONE
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www.kahrsflooring.com
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